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Abstract: Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have emerged as the most commercialized rechargeable battery
technology. However, their inherent property, called thermal runaway, poses a high risk of fire. This
article introduces the “Battery Immersed in Fire Prevention Material (BIF)”, the immersion-type
battery in which all of the LIB cells are surrounded by a liquid agent. This structure and the agent
enable active battery fire suppression under abusive conditions while facilitating improved thermal
management during normal operation. Abuse tests involving a battery revealed that the LIB module
experienced fire, explosions, and burnouts with the target cell reaching temperatures of 1405 ◦C and
the side reaching 796 ◦C. Conversely, the BIF module exhibited a complete lack of fire propagation,
with temperatures lower than those of LIBs, particularly 285 and 17 ◦C, respectively. Under normal
operating conditions, the BIF module exhibited an average temperature rise ~8.6 times lower than
that of a normal LIB. Furthermore, it reduced the uneven thermal deviation between the cells by
~5.3 times more than LIB. This study provides a detailed exploration of the BIF and covers every-
thing from components to practical applications. With further improvements, this technology can
significantly enhance fire safety and prevent the thermal degradation of batteries in the real world.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; liquid immersion battery; battery thermal management system;
thermal runaway propagation; energy storage system

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the most widely commercialized battery technology
for their exceptional electrochemical performances, including high energy density and
power [1]. However, due to the risk of a characteristic called thermal runaway, fires often
occur under harsh conditions (high temperature, high C-rate) or in abnormal environments
(improper thermal management) regardless of their application, such as in electric vehicles
(EVs), energy storage systems (ESSs), and smart devices [2,3]. These fire incidents arise
from the convergence of three factors: heat (exothermic chain reactions to reach the ignition
point), combustible components (battery electrolytes and separators), and the presence of
oxygen [4–6].

Various solutions, such as battery thermal management systems, fire suppression
agents, and devices, have been developed to address this problem. Representative solu-
tions are technologies that disrupt battery–oxygen contact and cool the batteries to prevent
temperatures from reaching the ignition point [7]. To mitigate oxygen contact, fire suppres-
sion materials such as hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) [8–10], solid aerosol K2CO3 [11,12], and
ABC powder [13] are installed within battery modules or rack systems to suffocate the fire
by chemically reacting with oxygen [4,5,13]. For cooling, fire-extinguishing systems are
under development, which involve injecting or spraying agents such as Novec 1230 [14,15]
or liquid nitrogen [16,17]. These conventional agents can absorb substantial amounts of
heat because of their latent heat of evaporation.
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However, these methods react only after a fire has already occurred [18]. Owing to
the characteristics of battery fires that result in high-energy explosions in random cells,
extinguishing fires using conventional agents installed within a system poses challenges.
Moreover, in the case of modules or packs in contact with high-density LIB cells, such as
ESSs, the speed and scale of fire propagation increase rapidly, further exacerbating the
extinguishment [19,20].

To improve the fire suppression performance, the research around immersing the
batteries into cooling agents is recently in development. This method not only enables
thermal management at all times, as all of the batteries are immersed in the agent, but also
overcomes the disadvantage of existing solutions through the immediate agent penetration
into the thermal runaway cell. However, the selection of suitable fire-extinguishing agents
for conventional immersion-type batteries is limited [21–23] because they should not cause
corrosion or conductivity issues when in contact with the batteries. The conventional
agents, used in immersion-type batteries, have incomplete fire-extinguishing capabilities
due to slow heat dissipation caused by low thermal conductivity and heat capacity [9,15,22].
Also, safety concerns are prevalent [21]. So, they are used only to prevent fires through
thermal management instead of extinguishing them [24]. Some researchers have developed
water-based extinguishing agents [24] that have a better cooling effect than conventional
agents; but due to the problems that occur during the immersion mentioned, they were
developed only in the form of mist or injections [21,23].

Therefore, we expanded the selection range of fire-extinguishing agents by applying
hermetical sealing to the batteries, capable of making batteries safe from the agent, and
devised the “Battery Immersed in Fire Prevention Material (BIF)”. In the BIF, all cells
within the battery operate while fully submerged in the liquid agent solution, which has
an outstanding fire suppression performance through high thermal conductivity and heat
capacity. It immediately suppresses fires during abusive conditions and provides enhanced
electrochemical performance during normal operation through heat management.

As shown in Figure 1, this study covers the components of the practical applications
of BIF.
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First, the study explains the components of BIF, such as FPM and sealing materials.
The BIF cell and module used for the experiments are designed with these functional
components. Second, the single cell at the center of the BIF module was intentionally
overheated to test its fire-propagation prevention capabilities, which were compared with
those of the LIB module under identical conditions. Third, the performances of cycle
life, capacity, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy, maximum discharge C-rate, and
temperatures of the BIF are compared with LIB in harsh operating conditions to verify the
thermal management effect.

The BIF is a solution for immediate fire suppression and thermal management simul-
taneously, surpassing the conventional fire suppression methods. This study is expected to
contribute to the applications of BIF in the real world such as mobility (e.g., kickboards),
ESSs (energy storage systems), and EVs [25].

2. Materials and Methods

In the Materials and Methods Section, components of the BIF, BIF cell, and module
used for the experiments and the experiment conditions are explained.

2.1. Components of the BIF

2.1.1. Lithium-Ion Battery (LIB) Cell

The cylinder (18650) type of lithium-ion battery cells (model number: INR18650-30Q)
was used in the BIF module. Because cylindrical cells exhibit a lower volume than prismatic
or pouch-type cells, constructing modules of diverse shapes and specifications considering
series or parallel connections is simple. In this study, 30 LIB cells comprised a BIF module
connected in 10s3p and fastened in a 15 × 2 array for application in an electric kickboard (EV).

2.1.2. Fire Prevention Material (FPM)

FPM surrounds the lithium-ion battery via immersion, and this agent is applied in
BIF for the fire suppression and thermal management of the batteries. It immediately
penetrates into the lithium-ion battery and suppresses fires under abusive conditions.
Also, it provides enhanced electrochemical performance during normal operations through
effective heat management.

The components of the FPM were selected to have high cooling and oxygen-blocking
efficiency. The main component of the material, the water [26] occupying 94% of the
FPM, absorbs the heat for thermal management. It has the advantages of heat capacity,
high accessibility, manageable treatment, and low cost. The PVA (polyvinyl alcohol)
chain, occupying 4% of the FPM, prevents water evaporation and blocks oxygen. Boric
acid regulates the pH, and the Sodium Bicarbonate helps the crosslinking of the agents.
Additionally, the expanded glass powder is added for film layer coating to the battery at
a high temperature (~650 ◦C) to block the oxygen. When the thermal runaway happens,
the FPM starts to absorb the heat and evaporate. After the whole of the water molecule
evaporates over 100 ◦C, the polymer and powder in FPM coat the oxygen-blocking films
to the battery. The synthesis method of the FPM is described in the Supporting Materials.
Also, the detailed fire suppression process and flame-retardant performances of the FPM
are described in Figure S1.

Figure 2a shows the structure and material composition of the FPM applied to the BIF.
The polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) chain constructed the backbone of the material, and molecules
such as water, boric acid, and fumed silica were crosslinked within. The hydrophilic PVA
chain fixes the water molecules and the rest molecules form linkages with each other
through hydrogen bonds.
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prevent direct contact of FPM to the battery.

The properties of the FPM are suited for immersion-type batteries [27]. It exhibits a high
heat conductivity (0.559 W m−1 K−1), heat transfer coefficient (about 1000 W m−2 ◦C−1),
density (0.94 kg m−3), heat capacity (3.92 J g−1 ◦C−1), and latent heat energy (2125 J g−1). Due
to the high heat conductivity and heat transfer coefficient, FPM can more efficiently absorb
the heat emitted from batteries during operation and thermal runaway than the conventional
agents as Table S1. At the same time, the high density, heat capacity, and latent heat energy
prevent large temperature increases in FPM. The superior material properties of FPM are
compared with the other battery fire suppression agents in Table S1.

For the next step, to determine the appropriate quantity of FPM to be incorporated
into the BIF, the theoretical amount of FPM required to block the fire was calculated.
First, the maximum heat energy generated with the LIB short circuit was calculated
(Equation (1)). It differs based on the material and type of cell but is usually proportional
to the energy of the battery [28,29].

The heat absorbance of the FPM was then calculated as the sum of the heat required to
increase the temperature and the latent heat (Equation (2)). The heat capacity (3.92 J g−1 ◦C−1)
and the temperature difference from room temperature (RT) to the boiling point of the water
(100 ◦C) were calculated. Because the thermal runaway temperature is higher than the boiling
point of the FPM, the latent heat of the FPM (2261 J g−1) is considered. Assuming that the
energy generated from the short circuit is entirely converted into heat at the room temperature
of 25 ◦C, Equations (1) and (2) yield the same values. Consequently, the 1.48 g/Wh of FPM
was applied to BIF. The experiments for verifying these calculations of the required theoretical
amount of FPM and its fire suppression performance are performed in Figure S2.

E(Wh)× 3600
J

Wh
= Q(kJ) (1)

3.92
kJ

kg·°C
× m × (100 − RT) ◦C + 2.261

kJ
g
(QFPM,Latent) (2)
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2.1.3. Sealing

Nonetheless, because the primary component of the FPM is water, it exhibits high
electrical conductivity. Directly submerging the battery into the FPM results in severe
damage, connecting the anode and cathode. The material to prevent direct contact with the
battery and the FPM should be applied between them.

Therefore, sealing was applied to the BIF to prevent ingress of FPM from the battery
under normal conditions. Simultaneously, it facilitates FPM penetration into the cell
through tearing when abuse, such as thermal runaway, occurs. To perform these functions,
the sealing should be sufficiently thin for effective thermal conductance during operation
and allow direct FPM penetration into the cell for early fire blocking. In addition, to
protect cells that would suffer damage from FPM under normal conditions, such as a
short circuit due to moisture, the Water Vapor Transmission Rate (WVTR) should be low.
Considering these conditions, the sealing covers the entire battery surface and is divided
into two parts: the cell body and cell tabs. For effective heat conductance and preventing
moisture penetration into the battery, the thin (0.22 mm) and very low WVTR (0.1 g/m2

day) multilayer films composed of polyurethane, polyacrylate, ABS resin, and polyvinyl
chloride were applied to the cell bodies, as shown in Figure 2b. Cell tabs, however, require
a higher level of sealing than the cell body because of the Ni tab connections in the cell
tabs and the sophisticated structure of the cell holder. Therefore, a highly transformable
thermoset epoxy (Epons ES-2) with 2.0 mm thickness with WVTR (0.5 g/m2 day) was
applied to the cell tabs.

2.1.4. The Else Components

Cell holders were applied to the tabs of the battery cell in the module. They were
developed to fix an array of cells and maintain uniform distances between the cells. Fur-
thermore, they were designed to fill the epoxy sealing after spotting nickel tabs onto the
cell tabs. In addition, it helps the cells to be immersed in the FPM during operation and
under abusive conditions through fixation.

The BMS controls the safety functions, including overdischarge, overcharging, over-
current, and balancing. It was applied in the BIF module.

The I/O terminal (input and output terminal) was applied to the end of the BIF tab for
charging and discharging the battery module with an adequate current.

The case was designed to house all of the BIF components in a single unit, called
the BIF cell and module. In the BIF cell case, a single LIB cell with epoxy-sealed tabs
was immersed in the FPM. In this BIF module case, 30 LIB cells with cell holders and
epoxy-sealed tabs were immersed in the FPM.

2.2. BIF Cell and Module

The BIF cell is designed to estimate the electrochemical performances, compared with
LIB in harsh operating conditions. For effective fire suppression and thermal management,
the immersion fluid (FPM) was regularly brought into contact with the cell body and sealed
with multilayer films. The 16.4 g of FPM was brought into contact with the cell at 2 mm
intervals from the case, occupying 28% of the total module weight.

The BIF module is designed to have multiple battery cells to measure the heat deviation
between the cells in harsh operating conditions and numerically estimate the degree of the
blocking of fire propagation when thermal runaway occurs. For effective fire suppression
and thermal management, the immersion fluid (FPM) was regularly inserted between all
the cells in the module. The 492 g of FPM was inserted into the cells in the BIF module at
2 mm intervals, occupying 21% of the total cell weight.

Figure 3 illustrates the construction and components of the BIF cell and module. It
comprises the LIB cell and the functional components of the BIF such as the FPM, sealing,
and selectively the other components such as the cell holder, case, BMS, I/O terminal, and
Ni tab that allow operation. Tables 1 and 2 provide the specifications of the BIF cell and
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module, together with its electrochemical parameters [30], such as the battery, BMS, and
operating conditions [27,31,32].
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Table 1. Specification of the BIF Cell.

Parameters Description

Battery

Cell LIB 18650 type
Cell Manufacturer Samsung

Cell Model INR18650-30Q
Nominal Voltage 3.7 V

Maximum Voltage 4.2 V
Capacity 3 Ah
Energy 11 Wh

Charge

Maximum
Charge Voltage 4.2 V

Continuous
Charging Current 1.5 A

Discharge

Maximum
Discharge Voltage 3.0 V

Continuous
Discharge Current 1.5 A

Others
Dimension (B × W × H) 26 mm × 79 mm × 26 mm

Total Weight (FPM Weight) 58.5 g (FPM: 16.4 g)
Operating Temperature −10–40 ◦C

Table 2. Specification of the BIF Module.

Parameters Description

Battery

Cell LIB 18650 type (10s3p)
Cell Manufacturer Samsung

Cell Model INR18650-30Q
Nominal Voltage 37 V

Maximum Voltage 42 V
Capacity 9 Ah
Energy 333 Wh

Charge

Maximum
Charge Voltage 42 V

Continuous
Charging Current 4.5 A
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameters Description

Discharge

Maximum
Discharge Voltage 30 V

Continuous
Discharge Current 4.5 A

Others
Dimension (B × W × H) 45 mm × 350 mm × 80 mm

Total Weight (FPM Weight) 2.8 kg (FPM: 492 g)
Operating Temperature −10–40 ◦C

Battery
Management

System
Function Over-discharge, Overcharge,

Over-current, Balance, etc.

2.3. Experiment Conditions

2.3.1. Thermal Management

To estimate the thermal management performance of the BIF, its electrochemical
performances, such as capacity, cycle, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), and
voltage efficiency, were compared with those of the LIB. All experiments were conducted
under harsh conditions (high/low temperature and high current) to imitate the application
operation and abuse conditions [33]. The operating temperature was ~40 ◦C, the charge
current was 1 C, the discharge current was 3C/4C, and the voltage cut was 2.8 V/4.2 V.
Thermocouples were attached at uniform locations, the center of the cell body, for all the
experiments to record the temperatures.

2.3.2. Thermal Runaway Propagation

To estimate the fire stability of the BIF module, thermal runaway propagation tests
were compared with those of the LIB module as Figure 4. The abuse was induced by
overheating a single cell at the center of the module. The trigger cell was winded with a
Ni-Cr heating coil, and the maximum sustained temperature was ~350 ◦C by the power
supply. The voltages of the module and the temperature in diverse spots were measured
using a data logger. All the experiments were conducted in an explosion-proof chamber for
safety purposes.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanism and Heat Transmission Diagram with the Governing Equations

Before the test, the mechanisms through which the FPM on the cell surface in the
BIF absorbs heat compared to LIB during thermal management and fire suppression are
represented. Then, the process of how the heat generated from the battery cell dissipates
and the absorption heat amount of each component are calculated. The 3.7 V/3 Ah/18,650
type cell was used, and the theoretical amount(1.48 g/Wh) of fluid was applied. Thermal
management was estimated in harsh conditions (40 ◦C/3C Discharge and 1C Charge), and
the thermal propagation was induced by overheating the cell at 350 ◦C. Before the abuse test
and electrochemical performance estimation in the real environment, the thermal behavior
of the LIB and BIF was simulated using the ANSYS Fluent Multiphysics Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulator in Figure 5. The fluid of LIB is the air, and the fluid of
the BIF is the FPM in both thermal management and thermal runaway propagation. The
mechanisms and governing equations are as follows.
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In Figure 5a, the mechanism by which the FPM on the cell surface in the BIF absorbs
heat during thermal management is described below. It shows the direction of heat trans-
mission from the battery to the outside. Rapid heat transfer and small temperature increases
are important for efficient heat management [28,29]. Equation (3) expresses the energy
conservation related to electrochemistry and thermodynamics. The following parameters
were used for the equation: ρb, the density of the battery (kg m−3); Cp,b, the heat capacity of
the battery (J kg−1K−1); Tb, the temperature of the battery (K); kb, the thermal conductivity
of the battery (W m−1K−1

)
; and Q,Gen, the heat generation of the battery (W) [31,32].

Related to this equation, the heat generated by the battery can be divided into irre-
versible and reversible heat (Equation (4)). Irreversible heat is generated from the resistance
caused by the electron or ion transmission (Equation (5)). It could be driven by the ohmic
losses in the battery (ηΩ), the diffusion and migration of Li ions through the electrolyte
(ηm), the diffusion of the Li-ion inside the electrodes (ηd), and the charge transfer reactions
at the electrode/electrolyte interface (ηct) (Equation (6)). Reversible heat is generated from
entropy changes in the electrodes through electrochemical reactions (Equation (7)).

1⃝ Batteries = ρbcp,b
∂Tb
∂t

= ▽·(kb ▽ Tb)+QGen (3)

QGen = Qirrev + Qrev (4)

Qirrev = Iηtotal = I(E − Eeq) = I2Rint (5)

ηt = E − Eeq = ηΩ+ ηm + ηd + ηct (6)

Qrev = − IT △ S
nF

= −IT
(

∂Eeq
∂T

)
SoC, △S = nF

(
∂Eeq
∂T

)
SoC (7)

Subsequently, heat from the battery is applied to the sealing layer using Fourier’s law
(Equation (8)). Additionally, heat is transferred to the FPM, which has a heat transfer coefficient
~500 times higher than that of air, according to Newton’s law (Equation (9)) [30,31]. So, the
FPM can absorb a lot more heat from the battery cell than air.

2⃝ Contact Surface = −kbattery A
∂T
∂n

= −ksealing, FPM A
∂T
∂n

(8)

= −kbattery A
∂T
∂n

= hFPM A
(

Tbattery − TFPM

)
(9)

The energy conservation of the FPM is expressed in Equation (10). Because it does not
include latent heat or flow, the equation can be simplified.

3⃝ FPM = ρFPMcp,FPM
∂Tb
∂t

= ▽·(kFPM ▽ Tb) (10)

Lastly, the heat dissipation equation includes the parameters of Tb: the temperature of
the battery (K) and ∂T/∂n: the temperature gradient for heat emission (Equation (11)).

4⃝ Heat Dissipation = −k2,FPM
∂T
∂n

= h(TFPM − Tamb) (11)

Owing to the significantly greater heat capacity of FPM compared to air (about 4 times)
and its elevated heat transfer coefficient and density (about 1000 times), it can absorb the
heat emanating from the battery efficiently while the temperature of the FPM does not
increase that much. This resulting temperature of the BIF cell could be decreased about
2.6 times more than LIB.

Figure 5b illustrates the heat transfer mechanism during thermal runaway in a single-
module cell. The principle of transferring the heat generated from the battery to adjacent
cells or outside the cell was established sequentially using formulas. To prevent propaga-
tion, it is important to decrease the heat reaching the side cells [32]. The heat generated
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during thermal runaway was divided into released energy and accumulated energy, which
were used to increase the cell temperature (Equation (12)).

1⃝ Heat Generated during thermal abuse
= Combustion Heat Release (CHR) + Heat Accumulation (HA)

(12)

The energy emitted to the outside of the battery module, called CHR, can be calculated
using E, combustion heat released per unit mass of (=13.1 × 103 kJ kg−1); and m, mass flow
of oxygen (kg s−1) (Equation (13)).

2⃝ CHR = E
(

m,O2, f low in − m,O2, f low out

)
(13)

HA can be calculated using Equation (14), which shows the heat distribution inside
the module:

3⃝ HA = cb∑n
i=1 mi, b(Ti, max − T0) (14)

The heat then moves from the cell to the FPM, and (15) expresses the heat absorbance
ability of the sensible and latent heat of the FPM. The equation was divided into the heat
capacity required to increase the temperature itself (Equation (16)) and the latent heat used
for the phase change, which is proportional to the ratio of water (Equation (17)) [33,34].

4⃝ FPM Heat Absorbance [J] = QFPM,Sensible + QFPM,Latent (15)

QFPM,Sensible = Cp.FPM·mFPM·△TFPM (16)

QFPM,Latent = QWater,Latent·0.946 =rwater·mwater (17)

Finally, the heat exiting the battery can be expressed using Equation (18).

5⃝ Heat Out = QCell,Out = h·ACell ·T(Cell−air) (18)

Immediately after the thermal runaway, the residual heat inside the battery module
can be expressed as Equation (19): Ar, the battery cross-sectional area, and Ti(y), the axial
temperature distribution of the batteries, are the required parameters. The relationship
between the heat dissipation of the battery module (Hdis), the heat accumulated at the
beginning of the FPM reaction (HAstart), and the thermal runaway heat generated during
FPM application (HATR) can be written as Equations (20) and (21).

6⃝ HAre = ∑n
i=1

∫
ρb Arcb (Ti, (y)− T0)dy (19)

Hdis = HAstart–HAre + HATR (20)

HATR = ∑ mi,bcb(Ti, max − Ti, start) (21)

Finally, thermal runaway propagation occurred when the temperature and heat ex-
ceeded the critical temperature point (c1). The parameters used for Equation (22) are
C1, critical control temperature for the battery module (K); C2, critical control tempera-
ture for a single battery (K); Ph, battery heating power (W); Pt, heat transfer power (W);
Pb, FPM cooling power on a single battery (W); and Fc, cooling factor (to determine the
inflection point).

7⃝ TRP when
∫ Tc2

Tc1
cbmb dT ≤

∫ t(Tc2)

t(Tc1)
(P h+Pt − Pb)dt (22)

To summarize, when thermal runaway happens, an abundant amount of heat (about
17 times) is generated in a short time (about 0.002 times) compared to thermal management.
The FPM can efficiently absorb the heat generated from the thermal runaway cell than air
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as the heat absorbance is 2432 J/g, and 1 J/g each. This resulting temperature of the side
cell of BIF could be decreased by about 12.6 more times than LIB.

3.2. Thermal Runaway Propagation Test

To estimate and compare thermal runaway propagation between the LIB module and
the BIF module, a single cell in the center of the module was overheated to induce thermal
runaway [34–36]. For overheating, the heating coil, composed of nickel and chromium, was
winded to the abuse cell and heated over 350 ◦C using the power supply equipment. The
temperatures and voltage of the modules were recorded to estimate the thermal runaway
propagation scale, and the temperature-sensing lines called thermocouples were attached
to the cell body at the center of the module and the side parts of the module. The results
of step time to lead thermal runaway, sudden temperature increase, and propagated cell
amount are numbered in Table 3, when thermal runaway occurred via target cell abuse
and propagations. In the LIB module, the abuse cell drove thermal runaway propagation
step-by-step [37,38], and finally, all the cells suffered exhaustion [39]. However, direct FPM
penetration into the abuse target cell in the BIF module prevents extensive propagation. The
thermal runaway reactions of the battery by stage are described specifically in Figure S3.

Table 3. Step Time Intervals, Abrupt Temperature Rises, and Propagated Cell Amount while Thermal
Runaway Occurs in LIB and BIF Module.

Thermal Runaway 1⃝ 2⃝ 3⃝ 4⃝

LIB
Step Time (s) 377 134 46 30

△T (°C) 152.9 163.1 741.1 900.3
Propagated Cell Amount 1 ea (Abuse) 1 ea 5 ea 6 ea

BIF
Step Time (s) 396 129 - -

△T (°C) 110.0 113.1 - -
Propagated Cell Amount 1 ea (Abuse) 1 ea - -

Figure 6a shows the temperatures and voltages of the LIB module with respect to
time. When heat accumulated and the temperature of the abuse cell increased over
100 ◦C, the abuse cell suffered a thermal runaway. The sudden temperature increase
was ~153 ◦C, while the abuse happened within 377 s. The module experienced a large fire
with an explosion. Thereafter, continuous fire led to the propagation of TR to the side cells.
As thermal runaway propagated, the step time leading to the explosion was shortened. In
addition, the number of cells simultaneously suffering thermal runaway radically increased
as the fire propagated.

As shown in Figure 6b, the temperature gradient map of the LIB module was con-
structed when the abuse target cell reached the maximum temperature during the exper-
iment. The maximum temperature of the center cell was ~1405 ◦C, while the average
temperature of the side parts of the module was ~796 ◦C. These temperatures were suffi-
ciently high to propagate the thermal runaway if there were other modules located beside
it. In addition, a photograph of the entire exhausted module, caused by thermal runaway
propagation, is shown in the figure.

Similarly, Figure 6c shows the temperatures and voltage of the BIF module with respect
to time. The time taken to reach thermal runaway for the abused cell in the BIF module
was similar to that of the LIB module at 396 s. However, the sudden temperature increase
decreased by ~32% without the fire or explosions due to the direct FPM penetration into
the abuse cell. Thereafter, the BIF module suffered thermal runaway once and only the
venting gas was observed for the whole experiment.
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Figure 6. (a) Configuration of temperatures and voltage of the LIB module while abusing the target
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overheated single cell at the maximum temperature during the test, temperatures by location, and
module after the test.

As shown in Figure 6d, the temperature gradient map of the BIF module was con-
structed when the abuse target cell reached the maximum temperature during the experi-
ment. The maximum temperature of the center cell was ~285 ◦C while that of the average
temperature of the side part of the module was ~17 ◦C. This temperature was sufficiently
low to prevent thermal runaway propagation from the module in contact with the side.
When one side of the BIF case module was opened after the test to determine the extent
of the damage, only the batteries that were in direct contact with the abused cell suffered
thermal runaway (1 ea) and slight damage (1 ea). Any other damages of the case or leakages
did not occur.

3.3. Heat Management Efficiency during the Operation

High C-rate operation is required for applications, particularly in EVs, but the life cycle
of LIB significantly decreases at high C-rates and temperatures [40–42]. Under extreme or
harsh conditions in LIB applications, temperature measurements are used to determine the
degree of heat management and estimate the available capacity (life) of the battery per cycle.
Therefore, the heat management of batteries is important because the battery temperature
during operation significantly impacts battery aging and performance [31,43,44], the fields
where active research is being developed. As an example, the research of polydopamine
regulation [45] or covalent organic framework with sulfonic acid groups [46] to Zn metal
anode is currently being developed to solve this problem.
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The high temperatures lead to a side reaction of SEI film formation with thicken-
ing, binder decomposition, and electrolyte decomposition [31,43,44]. These affect several
degradation modes such as a loss of lithium-ion inventory, anode/cathode active mate-
rial, electrolyte, and resistance increase. Then, these finally affect capacity and power
fade [31,43,44]. The detailed experiments with this are held in the capacity fading and EIS
test as follows.

The thermocouple was attached to the center of the cell body to record the temperature
while charging and discharging the battery. Consequently, the surface temperature of the
LIB cell increased significantly, and life expectancy decreased dramatically as the cycle
progressed. In the BIF cell, the surface temperature was maintained and exhibited only
slight degradation during long-term operation. The electrochemical performance of the
BIF cell was improved through the heat management effect, owing to the heat absorption
of the FPM.

Figure 7a shows the temperature changes in the LIB cell and BIF cell by cycle at a
40.0 ◦C 3C-rate discharge. Under the same conditions, the surface temperature of the LIB
cell increased from 40.0 to 75.6 ◦C, while that of the BIF increased from 40.0 to 56.3 ◦C.
Two main reasons exist for the temperature increase gap decreasing by ~2.2 times in the
BIF cell. First, the increase in temperature decreased primarily because of the specific heat
absorbance ability of the FPM. Second, the difference in capacity (heating reaction) time
owing to thermal management reduces the temperature increase [47]. The maximum peak
temperature was maintained as the cycles progressed.
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Figure 7. Heat management capability of BIF cell against LIB cell in harsh operating conditions
(high C-rate and temperature): (a) temperature tendency of LIB cell and BIF cell by cycle, (b) enlarge-
ment, (c) charge and discharge voltage of the LIB cell and BIF cell, and (d) capacity comparison by
cycle number.

Figure 7b shows the temperature changes in the LIB cell and BIF cell during cycling.
During discharge, the exothermic reaction, activation polarization at the beginning, and
concentration polarization at the end rapidly increased the current [48–51]. At this time, the
impedance of the cell increased and decreased significantly in the constant-voltage charge
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step compared to the constant-current charge. These factors account for the temperature
variations [52].

Figure 7c compares the voltage of the LIB cell with that of the BIF cell based on the
capacity. In LIB, as the cycle progresses, horizontal and vertical extrapolations occur quan-
titatively [31,53]. High currents lead to high overpotentials with increasing temperature.
The capacity of the LIB cell was better than that of the BIF in the initial cycles owing to the
high temperature. However, the capacity of the LIB cell becomes lower than that of the BIF
cell after the 100th cycle. Additionally, fluctuations may occur in the early battery charging
and discharging processes if the entropic heat negatively affects the driving conditions of
certain batteries [31].

Figure 7d shows the capacity by number of cycles. The capacity of the LIB cell ex-
hibited nonlinear aging [54] and rapidly decreased approximately after 100 cycles. This
aging is caused by the degradation of internal battery components [32,55]. Battery capacity
fading is caused by an increase in internal resistance as the material capacity decreases,
such as the reaction between electrodes and electrolytes, reduction in active lithium ions,
loss of electrons, and gas evolution [56,57]. This can be further accelerated at high tempera-
tures [32]. Structural disorder, particle cracking, and the loss of electrical contact with the
active materials may also be affected [56,57]. However, the BIF cell maintained its capacity
as the cycle progressed due to thermal management, unlike the LIB cell.

An additional experiment in harsh conditions (low temperature) is referred to in
Figure S4.

3.4. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) Comparison

Through impedance estimation, determining the degree of damage to each part or
component of the battery in thermal management experiments is possible [58–64]. Electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy was used to estimate the resistance by cycle [32,60,65,66].
Through this experiment, it is possible to know how much the thermal management effect
of BIF prevents the aging of the components and increases its lifespan during the charge
and discharge cycle.

A normal LIB EIS in a Nyquist plot is usually composed of the bulk resistance of
the cell (Rb), such as electrolytes, separators, or electrodes; the resistance and capacitance
of the interfacial layer (RSEI/CPESEI); kinetics; charge-transfer resistance; double-layer
capacitance (Rct/CPEct); and diffusional effects of the lithium-ion on the host material (W).
The nickel–cobalt–aluminum (NCA) battery used in this cell has the advantages of high
capacity and disadvantages such as structural and thermal stability, low inverse resistance
to charge transfer, a short life cycle, and low resistance to microcracking [67–69] in the
second semicircle (Rct: charge transfer resistance).

As shown in Figure 8a, the LIB cell ceased operating after 45 cycles. In the BIF cell,
the increased range of the second semicircle decreased considerably and operated for
more than 84 cycles, as shown in Figure 8b. These ranges were compared between the
BIF cell and LIB cell at a frequency of 0.147 Hz. The estimated values are provided in Table 4;
in Cycle 42, the increased range of the second semicircle decreased in BIF by
~3.84 times [70–72]. Additionally, the cycle life of the battery increased by more than
two times in the BIF compared with that in the LIB.

The detailed mechanisms of how the battery in the tests suffered damages are summa-
rized in Figure S5 and detailed explanations are as follows through EIS results.

Because of the short operation time, aging caused by heat is difficult to detect, which
prevents side reactions caused by electrolyte decomposition and decreases ion conductiv-
ity [32,53]. In addition, the temperature was well controlled in this experiment to limit
exterior conditions. This resulted in bulk resistance (Rb) remaining constant in both the
LIB cell and BIF cell.
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Table 4. Increases in Rct (2nd Semicircle) impedance of LIB cell and BIF cell by cycle.

Rct (2nd Semicircle) 0 Cycles 14 Cycles 28 Cycles 42 Cycles

LIB (Ω) 0.02791 0.03138 0.03838 0.05305
BIF (Ω) 0.02597 0.02634 0.03174 0.03250

The capacity of the NCA battery decreased before double-layer formation; thus,
the differences in the first semicircle (RSEI: interfacial resistance) caused by electrolyte
decomposition were not large [56,73]. Generally, based on the Arrhenius equation, the
charge transfer resistance decreases as the temperature increases. However, the maximum
temperature of the LIB in this experiment was ~90 ◦C, and a reaction of the electrolyte with
Li, decomposition, and gas evolution occurred. This high temperature and C-rate led to a
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capacity decrease with aging from ~2805 to 2546 mAh [57]. These factors likely increase the
second semicircle (Rct: charge-transfer resistance) [67,74].

In the LIB, the cell operation ceased even though the maximum temperature was 90 ◦C
(Internal Battery Protective device, PTC operating temperature was ~100 ◦C). Electrolyte
decomposition may have caused the protection device to operate because of continuous
gas or byproduct generation. Therefore, as the cycle progressed, the impedance of the
LIB increased substantially. The CID, built inside the 18650, can be operated at a pressure
approximately twice or lower than that of the top vent (1 MPa compared to 2.58 MPa) to
detach the cathode contact and stop cell operation (XCT of the LIB was measured in the
3C/1C test, as shown in Figure S10) [18].

In summary, high temperature and current led to a Li reaction in the electrolyte, and
dissolution led to gas evolution. This led to structural disordering and capacity fading but
not to side reactions such as SEI layer formation and electrode oxidation.

As shown in Figure 8c,d, the Bodet graph was used to plot concentration changes with
frequency. In the Bodet graph, a peak shift occurred at a low frequency (approximately
1 Hz, mass transport) during cycling. When mass transport or conductivity is low, the peak
generally shifts to the left and upward. In the BIF cell, the increased range of the peak shift
was approximately twice as small as that in the LIB cell.

The data were applied in Z-view, the impedance fitting program, using an equivalent
equation model and circuit equations; the resulting graph is shown in Figure 8e. The life
cycle of the BIF cell was two times better, with a slope three times lower than that of the
LIB cell, which had a logarithmic shape [60]. Even though the expressed capacity of the
BIF cell was lower than that of the LIB (2.5 Ah compared to approximately 2.8 Ah, ~86%)
cell, the capacity retention rate was ~1.4 times higher [51].

Figure 8f represents the equivalent model used for fitting the impedance data [75,76],
the active area of the single cell used in the module and experiments, and experimental
conditions for estimating the impedance [77].

3.5. High Current Performance Comparison Using Pulse Test

Available power and resistance measurements under extreme operating conditions
are important for LIB applications [5,42]. The C-rate, in particular, determines the perfor-
mance [48]. Therefore, charging and discharging pulses have been applied to both LIB cells
and BIF cells for a short period [78]. Under the pulse condition described in Figure 9a, the
pulse capacity was 2.5 Ah. To maximize the effects of the discharge reaction, which is an
exothermic reaction, the cell temperature was increased, the discharge C-rate was increased
gradually from 1C to 6C, and the charge current was fixed at 0.5 C. The voltage and cell
temperature were measured, and two cycles occurred at each C-rate for both LIB cells and
BIF cells.

In the pulse test, the resistance (ohmic and non-ohmic) and high-power stability of the
cell were used as the outputs. In addition, voltage and temperature were measured hourly
at 40 ◦C for extreme environmental high-power verification [31,32].

As shown in Figure 9a,b, the surface temperature of the LIB cell increased consid-
erably, whereas that of the BIF cell was low. As the discharge C-rate gradually elevated,
the temperature gap between the battery cell and the case increased, and the maximum
temperature gap between the LIB cell and BIF cell also increased. According to Table 5,
the maximum C-rate achieved with the BIF was ~6, whereas that of the LIB was ~4. The
maximum temperature of the BIF was ~87 ◦C at 6C, while that of the LIB was ~105 ◦C at
5C, which ceased the battery operation [48]. At a C-rate of 4C or less, the voltage change
(resistance) of the BIF cell was greater than that of the LIB cell, indicating that the voltage
efficiency was lower than LIB. This is because the high temperature of the LIB prevented a
voltage drop.
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Table 5. Maximum Temperatures (End of Discharge in each Cycle) of LIB Cells and BIF Cells in
Pulse Test.

Temperature (◦C) 1C 2C 3C 4C 5C 6C

LIB Cell 47.2 47.7 61.4 61.9 75.6 75.8 90.9 91.1 105.1 - - -
LIB Case 41.6 41.7 44.2 44.3 47.9 47.9 50.8 50.9 52.6 - - -
BIF Cell 42.5 42.6 49.1 49.2 57.3 57.4 65.3 65.4 77.6 77.7 87.8 87.9
BIF Case 40.3 40.3 40.5 40.5 40.9 40.9 41.3 41.4 41.8 41.8 42.1 42.2

This allowed the LIB to easily reach 100 ◦C, the temperature where protection devices
such as PTCs operate, as shown in Figure S10. This prevents the battery from leading to
thermal runaway by stopping the battery operation.

Through thermal management, the operating current range of the BIF cell was in-
creased. Therefore, operation over a wide current range was made possible.

Additional detailed information such as voltage differences and resistances at each
C-rate is described in Figures S6 and S7.

3.6. Module Temperature by Spots

In multiple cell arrays, such as battery modules or packs, the internal status of the cell,
including its capacity, resistance, state of charge, and health, may differ in each cell [79].
Additionally, exterior effects, such as varied temperature and contact resistance, affect
the current deviation and decrease the battery performance [7,80]. The temperatures and
voltage profile of the BIF module during normal operations are shown in Figures S8 and S9.
The performance of the modules gradually decreases as the cycle progresses, owing to cell
deviations [81]. These phenomena in cell arrays are called imbalances (or unbalancing).

The imbalance increases when the temperatures of the cells comprising the battery in
the module are different [55,82]. Figure 10a shows the maximum temperature of the LIB
module while cycling the battery at a 0.5 C-rate. Fifteen spots (the center of the cell body in
each spot) of the module were measured during operation. This configuration shows the
temperature-fitting diagram of the LIB module at the same time as that of the BIF module.
The temperature significantly increased at the center of the module, whereas that at the
side was low [67,83]. Figure 10b shows the same experiment performed in the BIF module.
Because the temperature increase range was smaller than that of the LIB module through
thermal management, the thermal deviation between the cells was minor.
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Figure 10. Temperature of the module by spots and their configuration while cycling; (a) LIB module,
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Figure 10c shows the temperature of the LIB and BIF modules by spot during the cycle
at 40 ◦C. In the BIF modules, both the maximum and cell temperature deviations decreased,
and the gap between the maximum and minimum cell temperatures was smaller than that in
the LIB module. The maximum cell temperature of the LIB module was ~50.1 ◦C, whereas
the minimum cell temperature at the same time was ~45.4 ◦C. The temperature gap was
~4.7 ◦C. Concurrently, the maximum cell temperature of the BIF module was ~41.2 ◦C, and
the minimum cell temperature was ~40.5 ◦C. In the BIF module, the temperature gap was
~0.7 ◦C, 2.8 times smaller than that of the LIB module.

3.7. Module in Application (Kickboard)

As shown in Figure 11a, an electric kickboard was used to realize the performance of
the BIF in the module, which was compared to that of the LIB module. The model of the
kickboard was a Red Wing Black by Autech.

Figure 11b illustrates the five spots of the thermocouples attached to both the LIB and
BIF modules. Owing to the structure of the LIB module, temperature-sensing lines were
attached to the surface of the module.

Figure 11c shows the temperatures of the LIB and BIF modules by spot during the
kickboard operation. The temperature of the module was ~21 ◦C right before operation.
The kickboard was operated continuously at 1.55C (maximum C-rate) for 30 min. During
operation, the temperatures of the LIB and BIF modules increase [84]. However, the
temperature of the LIB module varied substantially by spot, whereas that of the BIF module
exhibited only minor differences. The maximum temperature of the LIB was ~24.8 ◦C, while
the lowest cell temperature at that time was ~23.2 ◦C. In the BIF module, the maximum
temperature of the cell was ~21.5 ◦C, while the lowest was 21.2 ◦C. As a result of the module
cycle, not only did the BIF prevent a module temperature increase but it also lowered the
temperature gaps of the cells through thermal management.
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That being said, after the operation, the temperature of the LIB module in the kickboard
continued to increase for ~30 min. Although it was not operating, the power of the BMS,
residual heat, closed structure, and exterior environment were affected by the increment of
the temperature. Thereafter, the temperature of the entire cell in the LIB began to decrease
smoothly, and the temperature gap between the cells decreased. However, the temperature
did not return to the initial value. The mobility applications that utilize batteries often
require high power (more than a C-rate of 4) in extreme conditions. If the module was
operated at a high C-rate, the continuous cycle of this operation may have overheated
the battery module during real operation, which significantly affected the electrochemical
performances and safety.

The temperature of the BIF module also increased after operation for the same reason
as that for the LIB. However, the slope of the temperature increase significantly decreased
compared to that of the LIB module, owing to the large heat capacity of the FPM. The
temperature of the module began to decrease later than that of the LIB module. The
temperature continued to increase at a few points of the BIF module, whereas at others it
started to decrease. These improve the capacity and safety of the battery.

4. Conclusions

This study proposes a BIF as a solution to address battery fire risks while facilitating
effective heat management. The BIF cell and module were developed and thoroughly
investigated, including its components, construction, and potential applications.

Notably, the BIF module effectively mitigated the size of explosions and fire occur-
rences by impeding the propagation of thermal runaway. This is because the FPM in direct
contact with the battery, by immersion structure, can immediately penetrate into the battery
when thermal runaway occurs. With significantly lower temperatures observed in the side
sections of the cells during such an experiment, it is anticipated that large-scale battery
applications such as ESSs will face minimal risks of fire or exhaustion.

Simultaneously, the BIF module enables superior thermal management compared with
the LIB module, particularly in extreme environments at all times. This feature enhances
battery life and reduces the thermal deviation between cells caused by high currents. In
addition, it has the advantages of reducing maintenance costs and being eco-friendly
compared to air conditioners that consume power and emit greenhouse gases.

Although further numerical comparisons with other systems are needed, performance
efficiencies of the BIF are expected to be high due to the superior agent and immersion
structure. These exceed the battery cooling parameters, such as heat capacity, conductance,
reaction speed of the agent, and its effecting area on the battery.
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This study lays the foundation for future investigations of BIF and their integration into
practical battery systems. Further studies are warranted to advance the commercialization
of BIF.

First, research on the functional components of BIF, particularly FPM, should be
conducted. Establishing the precise mechanisms through which FPM suffocates fires and
diminishes heat is essential. Furthermore, improvements in the FPM composition should
be pursued to enhance thermal management capabilities, including heat conductivity and
capacity, thereby optimizing the performance of the BIF.

Second, in-depth research is required on sealing layers that block FPM penetration
completely. Developing a structural design with a thin sealing layer in the form of housing
that surrounds the FPM can not only enhance the fire suppression performance but also
provide a favorable structure for battery insertion.

Third, the efforts must be directed towards addressing the challenges associated
with energy density reduction in BIF. The incorporation of functional elements leads to a
reduction in energy density compared with conventional LIBs. Thus, strategies to minimize
the amount of FPM while considering thermal management, fire suppression, and specific
application requirements should be explored. This necessitates research in areas such as
thermodynamics, electrochemistry, simulation techniques [85], and three-dimensional heat
flow equations over time and dimensions, as well as the consideration of different LIB cell
types (cylindrical, prismatic, or pouch) and their arrangements within the module [86].

Finally, experimental methodologies should be developed to estimate the real battery
applications on a larger scale, such as ESSs. This would involve investigating operational
methods and conditions such as the presence of a BMS, module stacking configurations,
applied applications, and the flow of FPMs. If the BIF is successfully applied to ESSs, it
is expected to increase the battery charging rate by replacing fire extinguishing facilities,
simplifying cooling systems, and securing stability.

By improving these research areas, the potential of BIF as an advanced battery tech-
nology can be realized.
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https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en17102418/s1, Figure S1: (a) Fire Suppression Process
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sheet and the sheet with the FPM (c) Fire suppression test by injection of water and the FPM; Figure
S2: Maximum energy generated by LIB short circuit, and the heat absorbance performance of BIF
when theoretical amount of the FPM is applied to the cell (3.7 V/50 mAh/LCO Pouch cell); Figure
S3: Exothermic chain reactions of LIB by thermal runaway stages; Figure S4: Capacity by cycle and
voltage efficiency comparison between LIB and BIF at low temperature (5 ◦C); Figure S5: Influencing
factors and degradation mechanisms of BIF during cycling; Figure S6: Delta V comparisons with grad-
ual C-rate increases for LIB and BIF; Figure S7: Resistance comparisons by gradual C-rate increases of
LIB and BIF; Figure S8: Temperature measuring spots and temperatures of BIF module during cycling;
Figure S9: Electrochemical performances and temperatures of BIF module during cycling; Figure
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